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Abstract:   
In a natural disaster, emergency response operations are impeded by damaged and blocked roads. 
While most origin-destination pairs have to take detours, trips between some origin-destination pairs 
cannot be made. To facilitate emergency transportation, a critical subset of the blocked roads should 
be cleared to restore network connectivity rapidly. A fleet of machinery positioned at various depots is 
dispatched for this task. We define an optimization problem to generate a coordinated work schedule 
for the teams responsible from clearing the roads. The problem is defined on a directed network with 
a given set of blocked arcs and estimated clearing durations. We determine which blocked arcs to 
clear and a walk for each team starting at its depot that collectively cover the selected blocked arcs. 
The objective is to minimize the total time of the longest walk, i.e. the makespan. We formulate a 
mixed integer program (MIP) for this routing and scheduling problem. We provide two heuristic 
solution methods. The first one obtains a feasible solution from a relaxation of the MIP and the second 
one is a metaheuristic. We analyze the Istanbul earthquake case using these methods. 
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